The Industr y’s Only AI-Powered eDiscover y Platform

Reveal has been providing eDiscovery software and services since 2009
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Reveal launches its
data
center in Tokyo increasing
Reveal’s cloud infrastructure
worldwide
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Launch of v9

Launch of v10

Industry-leading
integration with NexLP
artificial intelligence

Redesigned user
interface with highly
intuitive user experience

Reveal receives significant
investment from Gallant
Capital Partners
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Acquisition:
Mindseye
Reveal acquires Mindseye
Solutions and their industry
leading processing and
ECA technology

Acquisitions

2020

Capital Investment

2019

Reveal releases cloud
infrastructure initiative
and launches first data
center

2018

Reveal acquires Secure
Discovery LLC, expanding its
footprint, capabilities, and
headcount

19th

Cloud Initiative

2016

2015

Acquisition:
Secure Discovery

Reveal acquires Geon
Corporation and opens the
EMEA Headquarters in
Dublin, Ireland

Global Infrastructure

2019

European Expansion

Reveal enters the
legal technology
market with
InControl v1.0
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2020

Product
Launch

2015

2009

Reveal begins
development
of eDiscovery
review
software

2011

Founding

4

2019

2
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Acquisition: NexLP
Reveal acquires NexLP artificial
intelligence and data scientist team
creating the industry’s first AIpowered next generation platform
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Key Milestones
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The Reveal Solution for eDiscovery and investigations
Founded in 2009, Reveal is a legal technology company that organizes the world’s legal data using cutting-edge artificial intelligence,
making it more accessible and predictable for our clients through an end-to-end software application.
Solution Highlights
• Includes unlimited global infrastructure, processing, review, artificial
intelligence, ECA, productions, and users
• Acquisition of NexLP makes Reveal the next generation eDiscovery
software and only platform powered by AI

Artificial
Intelligence

• Reveal platform eliminates the barrier of entry for the adoption of AI
• Simple and predictable pricing that includes everything in one single
line item
• Match or outperform our top tier competitors across all functions
 Most standard included features
 AI uncovers the stories that matter

Processing

Review

 Industry-leading foreign language handling
 Best-in-class import and export speeds
 Self service functionality
• Offer global consulting services providing traditional project
management support

Predictable
Pricing

Flexible
Infrastructure

Self-Service
Functionality

Foreign Matter
Handling
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Reveal offers the most flexible deployment options in the market

•

19 data centers covering 6
continents

•

Access to the US GovCloud

•

Infrastructure scalability

On-Premise

•

Behind the firewall

•

Maintain full control of your data
in your own infrastructure

Hybrid

•

Leverage the Reveal Cloud
infrastructure globally and onsite customer data centers

•

Enables cloud scalability

•

Foreign matters without cloud
infrastructure

•

Highly sensitive data

Cloud

Mobile

The Reveal Cloud Infrastructure

Description

Deployment

AWS GovCloud (East)
AWS GovCloud (West)
California
Ohio
Oregon
Quebec
Virginia

Asia

Europe

North America

South America
Sao Paolo

Dublin
Frankfurt
London
Milan
Paris
Stockholm

Africa

Cape Town

Bahrain
Beijing
Hong Kong
Mumbai
Ningxia
Seoul
Tokyo

Australia
Sydney
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Reveal’s NexLP AI uncovers the stories that matter

Linguistic Intelligence to analyze email and document text analytics

Content Classification to understand unsupervised and supervised data

Emotional Intelligence to detect sentiment analysis and fraud signals

Behavioral Intelligence to conduct anomaly detection and social network analysis
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Reveal’s NexLP AI: Your Complete Data Scientist Solution
Feature Generation
Natural Language Processing

Adaptive AI
Feature Selection

Published Model

Named Entity Recognition
Custom Entity Recognition
Behavioral Intelligence
Network Analysis

Over 60 Features classified
for optimized F1

20% Improvement
Over Typical
Approaches
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The AI Model Library

R E A D Y TO U S E
S O L U T I O N S T H AT C A N
I N S TA N T LY F I N D &
A L E RT A L AW F I R M O R
C O R P O R AT I O N T O
CRITICAL
P R O B L E M AT I C
B E H AV I O R S .
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Story Engine Case Study
Anti-trust DOJ second request

Law firm with tight
deadline and highstakes had to produce
documents to
Department of Justice

Original collection
started with 1.3
million documents

Story Engine
technology guided
case team

Case team was able to
save 10 days in
preparation compared
to alternative text
analytic approaches

Client estimates nearly
$1m equivalent in
Lawyer review fees
saved by using NexLP
Story Engine AI
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Story Engine Case Study
Intellectual property – pattern analysis

01

Sales team left company in the middle of the night.

02

The law firm engaged with company, spend three weeks
pouring through defected employees data looking to find if
they stole company secrets… and found nothing.
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Story Engine was able to detect codified language and use of
third parties to pass valuable company IP to competitor.
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Within minutes of analyzing the data, the Story Engine AI
detected two high scoring data anomalies related to the
former employees.
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Security to keep your data safe, protected and available
Confidentiality

Availability

All data are encrypted at rest and in motion

All client data are stored at Tier III+ data centers that
guarantee 99.982% uptime

Encryption is implemented with open source and industrystandard technologies
Reveal Data maintains separate regional environments to
provide assurance of data locality

All client data are replicated to multiple data centers within
a region
Our application service architecture has
been designed to be resilient to outage
of a single data center

Application Security

Governance

Two-factor authentication can be required for all your
users.

Controls in alignment with ISO/IEC 27001, SOC 1/2/3, and
FedRAMP

Robust audit logs detailing actions undertaken by each user
account

Servers only allow communication using protocols and
ports required for operating

Role-based access control policies that manage which
functions and resources a user may access

Maintain professional and practical credentials in
Information Governance and Security
Routine third-party infrastructure and application testing
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Conclusion
We believe that we are uniquely qualified to solve your eDiscovery challenges.
1) We provide the most comprehensive, end-to-end eDiscovery solution in the market.
2) We offer a highly flexible solution that can be deployed in 19 data centers worldwide, on-premises,
hybrid or via a mobile appliance depending on your unique needs.
3) We have the most simple and predictable pricing model that includes everything from processing,
early case assessment, review, artificial intelligence and users at a single cost.
4) We deliver the industry’s most powerful artificial intelligence in a simple and streamlined workflow
enabling users to leverage AI on every matter.

We appreciate and look forward to the opportunity to work with you.
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www.revealdata.com

